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Alpha
Mousetrapper Alpha is the world’s first centred ergonomic pointing device with a full-sized,
integrated keyboard. Alpha has a total of 19 programmable keys, making it our most dynamic
Mousetrapper to date.

Benefits of Alpha
Mousetrapper Alpha is our most comprehensive product, which
combines the benefits of a centred pointing device with the userfriendliness of a full-sized keyboard. Alpha connects to your
computer via Bluetooth or USB cable and has a long battery life,
so you can enjoy the flexibility of working wirelessly. By combining
a keyboard and an ergonomic pointing device, you will never need
to think about which keyboard is suitable for your Mousetrapper
or adjust the gap between the pointing device and keyboard.
Mousetrapper Alpha is the perfect product for those who want to
reduce pain and improve wellbeing without having to compromise
efficiency or flexibility.

Key Functions
■
■
■
■
■
■
■

Ergonomic mouse alternative with integrated keyboard
19 programmable keys for customisation to your own needs
Up to 2 months of battery life between charges
Control pad with click and scroll functions
Super-slim, ergonomic design
Bluetooth 4.1
2000 dpi
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Alpha
Placing your Mousetrapper centrally in front of you
encourages good ergonomic posture that keeps
your arms close to your body and your hands near
the keyboard. This position helps you avoid and, in

Mousetrapper’s unique control pad
By placing your index, middle and ring fingers on the control pad,
you can control the cursor with simple movements as the pad
moves smoothly in two dimensions. You can also click anywhere
on the control pad. Switch between using different fingers and
between your right and left hand to minimise static loading.

many cases, relieve strain injuries that can arise from
stretching your arm beyond your natural shoulder
width, as you do with a conventional mouse. With a
Mousetrapper, you no longer have to reach beyond
the keyboard while using the mouse. The wide wrist
support also relieves strain on your neck, shoulders,
arms and wrists.

Tips for better posture
and ergonomics:
■

Adjust your chair so that your feet rest flat on the floor and keep
your back straight while sitting.

■

Keep your arms close to your body while working.

■

Rest your arms on a forearm support or your desk.

■

■

■

Vary your working position; use a sit-stand desk to alternate
between sitting and standing.
Place your screen at a distance that feels comfortable for both
your eyes and neck.
Avoid repetitive strain injuries (RSI) by reviewing your choice
of mouse.

Facts
■
■
■
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■

Width: 313 mm
Height: 20 mm
Depth: 220 mm
Weight: 740 g

